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Gel-shift assays
p73a, p73a (R293H) or DN-p73a cDNA containing pcDNA-3 were transcribed and

subsequently in vitro translated using TNT7-coupled reticulocyte lysate system (Pro-
mega). Each DNA-binding reaction contained 2.5 ml of reticulocyte lysate, 2.5 mM of
DDT, 10 ng of 32P-labelled DNA, 1 mg of salmon DNA as non-specific competitor, 12. ml of
glycerol and Tris-buffered saline (TBS; 25 mM Tris pH 7.5, 130 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl) to
10 ml final volume. Reactions were incubated at 23 8C for 30 min, cooled to 4 8C and
electrophoresed in 4% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel in a low salt buffer
(0:4 3 TBE).
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T7 DNA polymerase1,2 catalyses DNA replication in vitro at rates
of more than 100 bases per second and has a 39→59 exonuclease
(nucleotide removing) activity at a separate active site. This
enzyme possesses a ‘right hand’ shape which is common to most
polymerases with fingers, palm and thumb domains3,4. The rate-
limiting step for replication is thought to involve a conforma-
tional change between an ‘open fingers’ state in which the active
site samples nucleotides, and a ‘closed’ state in which nucleotide
incorporation occurs3,5. DNA polymerase must function as a
molecular motor converting chemical energy into mechanical
force as it moves over the template. Here we show, using a
single-molecule assay based on the differential elasticity of
single-stranded and double-stranded DNA, that mechanical
force is generated during the rate-limiting step and that the
motor can work against a maximum template tension of
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Figure 1 Optical trap setup. a, A 10,416-base pair plasmid DNA fragment was prepared
as described18 and attached between two beads, one held on the tip of a glass pipette, the
other in an optical trap. Single-stranded DNA was obtained by using the force-induced
exonuclease activity of T7 DNAp to remove any desired length of the non-template strand.
The end-to-end length of the DNA was obtained by video imaging of the bead positions,
and the force (F) was measured using the change in light momentum which exits the dual-
beam trap6. b, Force–extension data for dsDNA and ssDNA (dotted lines), compared with
the wormlike chain model using ssDNA and dsDNA persistence lengths of 0.7 nm and
53 nm respectively (solid lines)7,8. Difference between ssDNA and WLC curves at low
tension is due to partial hairpin formation and disappears if magnesium is removed from
buffer.
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,34 pN. Estimates of the mechanical and entropic work done by
the enzyme show that T7 DNA polymerase organizes two template
bases in the polymerization site during each catalytic cycle. We
also find a force-induced 100-fold increase in exonucleolysis above
40 pN.

We measured T7 DNA polymerase (DNAp) activity by using the
optical-trap shown in Fig. 1a6. Because single-stranded (ss) and
double-stranded (ds) DNA differ in length at any given tension6–8

(Fig. 1b), conversion between these two forms changes the mol-
ecule’s tension if the end-to-end distance of the template is held
constant. Alternatively, the molecule’s end-to-end distance changes
if the tension is held constant. The end-to-end distance of ssDNA
(Fig. 1b) is shorter than that of dsDNA for tensions below 6.5 pN
(‘crossover point’) because ssDNA, despite having about twice the
contour length of dsDNA, is more retractile owing to its greater
flexibility. Above 6.5 pN, however, contour length predominates
over entropy and ssDNA is longer than dsDNA. The force–exten-
sion curve of a molecule that is partly ssDNA and partly dsDNA can
be fit to a linear combination of ssDNA and dsDNA stretching
curves6. Thus, the progress of DNAp can be followed by the number
of single-stranded bases, Nss, remaining in the template at time t

N ssðtÞ ¼
xmeasðF; tÞ 2 xdsðFÞ

xssðFÞ 2 xdsðFÞ
*N tot ð1Þ

where xmeas is the end-to-end distance of the molecule at force F;
xds,ss(F) are the end-to-end distances of fully double- or single-
stranded DNA at that force, and Ntot is the total number of bases in
the template.

Figure 2a (upper line) plots the ssDNA fraction remaining at time
t as DNAp replicates against an applied tension of 20 pN. The
instantaneous polymerization rate (lower line) determined from the
time derivative of this curve shows bursts of activity. Two lines of
evidence suggest that each burst corresponds to a DNAp molecule
loading onto the 39 end of the growing chain, replicating proces-

sively, and falling off. First, the mean width of a burst is force and
concentration independent, and the rate corresponding to this
width (0.13 6 0.1 s−1; N = 62) is near the off rate from the
polymerization site measured in bulk9. Second, varying the DNAp
concentration changed the width of the gaps between bursts. At 0.8
nM, gap widths average 7 6 4 s, consistent with ,7 s calculated
from the enzyme loading rates from solution (,180 s−1 mM−1;
Fig. 2b). Increasing the DNAp concentration to 8 nM, decreased gap
size to 1.7 6 0.8 s. At 80 nM and 880 nM, however, this trend
reversed and the gaps increased to 7 6 2 s and 50 6 26 s,
respectively. Notably, T7 DNAp can bind non-specifically along
ssDNA with a dissociation constant of ,800 nM10. Therefore, such
binding may block enzyme reloading at the 39 end, increasing gap
widths. Because the average burst height remained independent of
enzyme concentration (data not shown), non-specific binding does
not seem to impede translocation once an enzyme is specifically
bound. Occasionally, replication would stop for extended periods
(up to 30 min), indicating ‘roadblocks’ that the polymerase would
not cross. Causes might include exogenous DNA hybridized to the
template or bases missing from the template because of chemical or
enzymatic damage. Template hairpins are an unlikely cause as
blockage persists above 15 pN, where such structures should pull
out11.

Figure 2a shows surprising diversity in polymerization rates
among individual DNAp molecules. Burst heights typically vary
between 26 and 60 bases s−1 (N = 39, s.d. = 17), at a template tension
of 20 pN. As the intrinsic rate of each DNAp molecule can be
determined from analysis of burst heights (see Methods), such
variations probably reflect differences in enzymatic activity among
individual molecules. Similar differences have been reported for
other enzymes12,13.

The effect of template tension on the polymerization rate was
determined either by holding the tension constant through force-
feedback or by holding the template strand at constant end-to-end
length. This length was chosen beyond the crossover point, so that
polymerization increased template tension until the system halted
itself, having sampled all intermediate tensions (Fig. 3). At the
lowest tension, the replication rate of T7 DNAp was ,100 bases s−1.
Raising template tension increased the replication rate until a
maximum of ,200 bases s−1 was reached at about 6 pN. Further
increase in tension, however, caused the rate to decrease until
polymerization stalled. For 12 constant-distance runs, the mean
stall force was 34 6 8 pN. On rare occasions, polymerization
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Figure 2 Polymerization kinetics. a, Replication of a ssDNA template under 20 pN tension
using 8 nM DNA. Upper curve, conversion to dsDNA plotted as fraction of ssDNA left in the
template versus time. Lower curve, polymerization rate obtained by differentiating upper
curve after smoothing it with a moving-average filter (24 data points) to reduce Brownian
noise. b, Induced fit kinetic pathway of T7 DNAp according to Patel et al.9 with k1 and k2

taken from Donlin et al.16. States of the DNA–enzyme complex are shown as: E, enzyme in
solution; Ep,x, DNA bound in polymerase active site or exo active site; Dn, DNA primer with
length n; dNTP, deoxynucleotide; and PPi, pyrophosphate.
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Figure 3 Polymerization rate versus template tension. Diamonds represent 50
polymerization bursts taken at 11 different tensions (error bar, s.d.); triangles represent
three traces fitted through a succession of replication bursts measured at constant end-
to-end distances until a stalling force in reached; thick lines represent fits of equation (4)
using a = 0, ko = 130 bases s−1, and n = 1 (brown), n = 2 (black), n = 3 (grey) and a = 1
nm, n = 2 (purple). Noise increases near 0 pN and the crossover point, because the
numerator and denominator of equation (1) become small while the brownian motion does
not decrease.
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proceeded briefly above 50 pN. Replication did not restart sponta-
neously at these high tensions even after several minutes, but
replication always resumed after lowering the tension. The force
would then rise once again until a new stalling force, usually
different from the previous one, was reached, perhaps reflecting
the effect of template sequence, or the stochastic nature of the
stalling process itself.

The sensitivity of the polymerization rate even to low tensions
indicates that the rate-limiting step is directly affected by force. This
force dependence is consistent with the induced-fit model of Wong
et al.14, in which the enzyme changes conformation during the rate-
limiting step. Crystal structures of the closed state show the fingers
rotated ,408 to align the different components in the active site3,4,
and the ssDNA bending sharply in relation to the primer as it leaves
this site.

If the tension, F, on the template can exert a torque on the fingers,
the work done by the enzyme would include a term aF, where a is the
distance moved by the fingers along the pulling direction of the
template. Further, assume that closing the fingers organizes n
adjacent sugar-phosphate units from single- to double-stranded
geometry, n − 1 of which are released when the fingers reopen. Then
the work W to close the fingers is

WðFÞ ¼ aF þ nFðxssðFÞ 2 xdsðFÞÞ ð2Þ

where xss(F) and xds(F) are the end-to-end distances per base of
ssDNA and dsDNA at tension F. The second term in equation (2)
changes sign at 6.5 pN, aiding or opposing replication below or
above this force and causing the instrument to do work on the
reaction or the reaction to do work on the instrument, respectively.
Closing of the fingers also clamps the template strand reducing its
degrees of freedom. Tensions applied to the template decrease its
entropy and, consequently, the energetic cost of closing the fingers,
thus speeding up the reaction. The entropy change, DS, to convert
ssDNA into dsDNA at any given force can be obtained from the
areas under the experimental force–extension curves (Fig. 1b), that
is,

TDSðFÞ ¼ n #
xssðFÞ

0
Fssdx 2 #

xdsðFÞ

0
Fdsdx

� �
ð3Þ

where Fds,ss are the experimental forces required to extend the chains
by an amount x. If we assume that the terms in equations (2) and (3)
contribute to the activation energy required to reach a transition
state (for example, the complex with fingers half-closed) from the
open state, then the rate coefficient (k) for this step is

k ¼ k0e 2 ððw 2 TDSÞ=kbTÞ ð4Þ

where ko is the rate coefficient at zero force; kb is the Boltzman
constant and T is the temperature. Figure 3 compares equation (4)
to the data using various values of a and n. The best fit is obtained
for a = 0 and n = 2, indicating that template tension exerts little
torque opposing finger closure and that two adjacent sugar-
phosphate units are organized by the fingers in this process. These
results are supported by the structure of the closed complex which
shows the template strand avoiding the finger tips and passing
around the side of the fingers through a shallow cleft3,4. Moreover,
two adjacent template bases appear immobilized in this structure.
The first, opposite the incoming nucleotide, adopts a B-form
structure, whereas the second is kinked outward, almost perpen-
dicular to the pulling direction. The interphosphate distance
corresponding to these two bases is close to that of dsDNA.
Subsequent bases (n . 2) appear disorganized in the structure.
Single-molecule studies of an exonuclease-deficient mutant of T7
DNAp (Sequenase) also suggest immobilization of two bases during
finger closure (B. Maier, D. Bensimon and V. Croquette, personal
communication).

When template tension was increased above 40 6 3 pN (N = 16),
a fast exonucleolysis (30 6 11 bases s−1) was initiated with or

without dNTPs present (Fig. 4). Decreasing tension below ,34 pN
caused exonucleolysis to halt and polymerization to resume.
Switching between these opposite activities (inset, Fig. 4) could be
repeated many times on one template (data not shown). Exonu-
cleolysis force dependence was measured either using constant force
or constant end-to-end distance (Fig. 5). The exonucleolysis rate
became force independent above 42 pN and is ,100 times faster
than observed at zero tension on dsDNA, where the exo rate is
limited by the escape of the 39 end from the polymerization site (Fig.
2b). Force-induced exonucleolysis appears as bursts of activity (Fig.
4, lower line). Presumably, template tension shifts the equilibrium
in favour of exonucleolysis either by increasing the escape rate from
(koff and kexo) or decreasing the binding rate to (kon and kpoly) the
polymerization site, or both. However, if the escape rate from the
polymerization site were increased by two orders of magnitude,
such escape would still be rate limiting for exonucleolysis (0.2 s−1 ×
100) which would appear continuous at our temporal resolution.
The gaps observed in the exonuclease rate are instead consistent
with a 100-fold decrease in binding rate to the polymerization site.
Because the enzyme bound through its exonuclease site associates/
dissociates rapidly from solution to the 39 end (Fig. 2b), many
DNAps can bind, exonucleate and dissociate, before one of them
moves back to the polymerase site. It then takes several seconds for
this enzyme to escape the polymerase site (kexo = 0.2 s−1), resulting
in gaps of activity as observed in Fig. 4. Thus, each exo-pause results
from one DNAp molecule lingering in the polymerization active
site, while each exo-burst, seeming continuous because of our
temporal resolution, could result from the action of many
individual DNAp molecules.

Although the gaps can be explained by a slow escape of the 39 end
from the poly site, the heights of the exo-bursts are inconsistent with
published association/dissociation rates of the exo site from solu-
tion (k1 and k2, Fig. 2b). Unexpectedly, the forced-induced exonu-
cleolysis rate remains relatively constant for DNAp concentration
between 800 nM and 8 nM, dropping by 50% only when the
concentration is lowered to 0.8 nM. Under zero tension, it is
thought that several base pairs must be melted to allow binding of
the DNA primer strand to the exonuclease site5, and forces greater
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Figure 4 Exonuclease digestion of primer strand by T7 DNAp (at 8 nM) at template tension
of 50 pN. Upper curve, ssDNA fraction of 10-kilobase template. Lower curve, exonuclease
rate obtained by differentiating upper curve after application of a 3-s moving-average
filter. Inset, force–extension curve for a dsDNA molecule (green points) before it was
almost entirely converted to ssDNA by exonucleolysis at a constant force of 60 pN (upper
horizontal points, right arrow). At the end of this process a force-extension curve for the
ssDNA was obtained (red points). Finally, in the presence of dNTPs, the tension was
decreased to 15 pN to allow T7 DNAp to reconvert ssDNA into dsDNA (lower horizontal
points, left arrow).
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than 40 pN are known to promote fraying in dsDNA15. Perhaps the
exonucleolysis rates simply reflect the rate of fraying of DNA at the
tensions applied to the template and the known fast exo activity of
T7 DNAp16 on ssDNA. To test this idea, we investigated the effect of
template tension on the activity of Escherichia coli exonuclease I.
This enzyme attacks only ssDNA17 at its 39 end, so it should not
digest the primer strand unless it frays. No activity was detected
under a tension of 40 pN, but at 50 pN bases were removed at a rate
of ,200 s−1. This fast exonucleolysis suggests that 39 end fraying is
not rate limiting during exonucleolysis by T7 DNAp. Thus, the
force-induced exonucleolysis initiated at 40 pN is probably a
specific property of T7 DNAp itself. For example, 40-pN tension
may deform the dsDNA geometry at the 39 end enough to trigger the
enzyme’s proof-reading function. But, as Fig. 5 shows, the fraying is
rate limited in the presence of T7 DNAp. Perhaps the melting rate is
mediated by some interaction with the enzyme which is indepen-
dent of the tension. Future single-molecule experiments should
elucidate the mechanism of force-induced exonucleolysis and
provide additional insight into the mechanochemistry of DNA
polymerase. M

Methods
Single-molecule assay
T7 DNAp (T7 gene 5 in a 1:1 complex with thioredoxin) was used in various
concentrations (0.8–880 nM), where 1 nmol = ,230 activity units (Amersham).
Replication buffer was 40 mM Tris pH 7.5, 5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mg ml−1 BSA,
0.1% NaN3, 5 mM dithiothreitol and 0.6 mM (each) dNTPs. The end of one of the DNA
chains was covalently coupled to a bead while the other end of the same chain was attached

through a biotin/streptavidin linkage to the second bead18(Fig. 1a). Exonuclease I (USB)
was used at 50 units ml−1 in replication buffer altered to pH 8 and without dNTPs.

Temporal resolution
Data were collected at 8 Hz with a bandwidth of 60 Hz. The polymerization rate data was
averaged over 3 s and, therefore, the height of bursts longer than 3 s should represent the
intrinsic activity of individual molecules. For the expected average replication time (,5 s),
most burst heights will be accurately determined with this temporal resolution. No
correlation between burst height and width (measured at the half maximum) was found
for bursts longer than 3 s.

Processivity
Because the replication rate varies with force (Fig. 3), whereas the dissociation rate (koff)
seems to remain constant, the processivity varies with force and is ,420 bases (60 bases s−1,
0.13 s−1) at 15 pN.
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Figure 5 Force dependence of 39→59 exonuclease reaction. Diamonds represent
average rates for 49 (total) exonuclease bursts measured at 9 different forces. Traces
represent three lines fitted through successions of exonucleolysis burst heights (triangles),
initiated at high tensions, on DNAs kept at constant end-to-end distances. Digestion
lowers the tension in the DNA until the fast exonucleolysis stops. The upper limit for these
experiments is determined by the overstretching force, 65 pN6,19. Near the stalling force
for polymerization, a competition was occasionally observed between exonucleolysis and
polymerization which caused the template tension to bounce up and down every few
seconds.
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